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spoofing and other types of market manipulation have 

occurred for years, regulators and exchanges have 

seen an increase in spoofing during this age where 

trading is dominated by high frequency and algorith-

mic trading.3

Activity that regulators and self-regulatory organiza-

tions may focus on in connection with their efforts 

to detect spoofing include the following: (1) layered 

or lopsided orders, (2) “flashed” orders that appear 

designed to move a flat market, (3) a pattern of orders 

being entered and cancelled prior to execution, (4) 

a high ratio of cancelled orders to executed trades 

relative to other traders, (5) a high ratio of modified 

orders relative to other traders, (6) cancelled orders 

that are relatively large to the average order size of 

the security or futures contract, (7) cancelled orders 

that are close to the best bid/offer, (8) order cancel-

lations that occur a short time after being entered, (9) 

a concentration of modified or cancelled orders dur-

ing certain windows during the trading day, or (10) an 

atypical concentration of orders within an order book.

regulators often use anti-fraud and anti-manipula-

tion statutes to punish spoofing.4 For example, the 

Securities and exchange Commission (“SeC”) pursues 

actions against alleged spoofers under the anti-fraud 

In 2014, regulators signaled that they would focus their 

efforts on investigating and prosecuting individuals 

engaged in spoofing. True to their word, 2015 saw the 

nation’s first criminal conviction of a trader for spoof-

ing in the u.S., as well as an increase in civil enforce-

ment actions against traders who allegedly engaged 

in spoofing. Securities and futures exchanges also 

ramped up their efforts to detect, deter, and pun-

ish spoofing. The expectation is that regulators and 

self-regulatory organizations will continue to actively 

monitor the markets using increasingly sophisticated 

technology to detect spoofing. This is likely to lead to 

an increase in the number of enforcement actions and 

prosecutions for spoofing in 2016.

What Is “Spoofing”?
Spoofing can take many different forms. Typically, 

spoofing involves a trader placing a large number of 

buy or sell orders that he never intends to complete 

for the purpose of artificially inflating or lowering the 

market price of a security, futures contract, or other 

financial instrument that is traded on an exchange.1 

Once the market moves, the trader immediately can-

cels his open orders and takes advantage of the arti-

ficially high or low price with orders on the opposite 

side of the market that he intends to close out.2 While 
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provisions of Section 10(b) of the Securities exchange Act of 

1934, SeC rule 10b-5, and Section 17(a) of the Securities Act 

of 1933.5 The u.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) also can use 

the mail and wire fraud statutes to punish spoofers.

When Dodd-Frank was signed into law on July 21, 2010, 

the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) 

received a new tool explicitly addressing spoofing. Dodd-

Frank amended the Commodity exchange Act (“CeA”) and 

expressly made spoofing in the commodity futures markets 

a violation of federal law.6 Specifically, 7 u.S.C. § 6c(a)(5)(C) 

makes it “unlawful for any person to engage in any trading, 

practice, or conduct on or subject to the rules of a regis-

tered entity that…is, is of the character of, or is commonly 

known to the trade as, ‘spoofing’ (bidding or offering with the 

intent to cancel the bid or offer before execution).”7 On May 

28, 2013, the CFTC released interpretive guidance regarding 

what would be considered spoofing.8 According to the CFTC, 

“a market participant must act with some degree of intent to 

violate the ‘spoofing’ provision. reckless trading, practices, 

or conduct would not violate [the prohibition on ‘spoofing’].”9 

The CFTC went on to say that “orders, modifications, or can-

cellations would not be considered ‘spoofing’ if they were 

submitted as part of a legitimate, good-faith attempt to con-

summate a trade…[L]egitimate good-faith cancellations of 

partially filled orders would not violate [the] CeA.”10

The definition of spoofing received further refinement in con-

nection with the criminal prosecution of Michael Coscia for 

spoofing in the u.S. District Court for the Northern District of 

Illinois. In U.S. v. Coscia, the court had to define spoofing in 

its jury instructions. The court instructed the jury as follows:

“Spoofing” is defined as “bidding or offering with the 

intent to cancel the bid or offer before execution.” To 

find this element satisfied, you must find the govern-

ment has proven beyond a reasonable doubt that, at 

the time [the trader] entered the bid or offer specified 

in the Count that you are considering, he intended to 

cancel the entire bid or offer before it was executed, 

and that he did not place the bid or offer as part of a 

legitimate, good faith attempt to execute at least part 

of that bid or offer. The government must prove that 

[the trader] had the purpose or conscious desire to 

cancel his bid or offer before it was executed. It is not, 

however, sufficient for the government to prove that 

[the trader] knew or should have known that the conse-

quence – that is, cancellation of the bid or offer before 

execution – was substantially likely to occur.11

Major Spoofing-Related Events in 2015
In 2015, spoofing was a popular “buzz word” in the financial 

markets. It received a great deal of attention in the finan-

cial press due to a perceived increase in regulatory activity 

focused on spoofing. The following are highlights of the major 

spoofing-related events of 2015. These events demonstrate 

the various types of trading strategies that regulators are 

focused on, the range of markets that regulators are monitor-

ing, and the multiple enforcement tools at both the state and 

federal level that regulators may use to investigate and police 

potential acts of spoofing.

The Michael Coscia Prosecution and Conviction
On November 3, 2015, after settling civil cases with the CFTC, 

Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”), and Chicago Mercantile 

exchange (“CMe”) totaling $3.1 million in fines and $2.7 million 

in disgorgement, Michael Coscia became the first person in 

the united States to be convicted for the crime of spoofing.12 

Coscia’s jury trial lasted seven days. The government called 

several witnesses, including traders from other firms, repre-

sentatives from multiple exchanges, and a programmer hired 

by Coscia to develop his trading algorithm.13 After just over 

an hour of deliberation, the jury found Coscia guilty on six 

counts of spoofing under the CeA.14 At the close of the trial 

several things became clear:

• To satisfy its burden of proof in a criminal case, the gov-

ernment must show, at a minimum, that a defendant had 

intent to engage in spoofing, not merely that he can-

celled a bid or offer prior to execution. The government 

also must show that a defendant intended to cancel 

the entire bid or offer before it was executed, and that 

the bid or offer was not part of a good-faith attempt to 

execute a part of the bid or offer.15

• To prove the requisite intent, it is unlikely that the gov-

ernment can rely merely on presenting cancelled orders 

themselves as evidence. It is likely that the government 

will need additional evidence to show that a trader 
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intended to spoof the market. The Coscia prosecutors 

relied on the testimony of a programmer who created 

the algorithms at Coscia’s direction. The programmer 

also referred to notes indicating Coscia wanted the trad-

ing algorithms to “pump the market.”16

• The DOJ only pursued six instances of spoofing against 

Coscia, which resulted in an alleged profit of only 

$1,070.00, indicating prosecutors are more concerned 

about the ease with which spoofing can be repeated 

rather than the total gain realized from the allegedly 

illegal trades.17

Navinder Sarao
In April of 2015, the DOJ charged Navinder Singh Sarao, a 

London-based high frequency trader, with 21 criminal counts 

relating to fraud and market manipulation in connection with 

the so-called “Flash Crash” on May 6, 2010.18 At the same time, 

the CFTC also charged Sarao with price manipulation and 

spoofing.19 On May 6, 2010, nearly $1 trillion in value was erased 

from u.S. stocks in minutes. This event, often referred to as the 

Flash Crash, saw the Dow Jones Industrial Average drop 998.5 

points within a few minutes.20 The DOJ alleged that Sarao was 

“significantly responsible” for the Flash Crash due to his spoof-

ing of the e-mini S&P 500 near month futures contract.21 There 

are several key takeaways from the Sarao indictment:

• Sarao’s activities on May 6, 2010 occurred prior to imple-

mentation of Dodd-Frank, which took effect in July 

2010, yet prosecutors are vigorously pursuing criminal 

charges against him. The Sarao case demonstrates that 

while Dodd-Frank specifically addresses spoofing in the 

futures markets, federal prosecutors will continue to rely 

on pre-Dodd-Frank anti-market manipulation and anti-

fraud laws to pursue spoofers when necessary.22

• even with regulators and prosecutors focusing their 

efforts on pursuing spoofers, oftentimes it takes inves-

tigators years to gather the evidence needed to prose-

cute a spoofer. In this case, even though Sarao’s trading 

activity had been flagged as suspicious in 2010, it still 

took prosecutors five years to bring forth any charges.23

• Federal prosecutors view the reach of their anti-spoofing 

toolkit as extending to trading occurring in u.S. markets 

by offshore participants.

Igor Oystacher

In November of 2015, the CFTC filed a motion in federal court 

to prohibit Igor Oystacher, the founder of 3red Trading LLC, 

from trading futures contracts until its civil case against him 

was resolved.24 Prior to this, the CFTC had accused him of 

spoofing on 51 days from December 2011 through January 

2015.25 In addition to the CFTC investigations, in June 2015, 

Intercontinental exchange, Inc. (“ICe)” penalized Oystacher 

for allegedly spoofing the market for its russell 2000 Mini 

Futures contract.26 The CMe also penalized Oystacher which 

ordered him to pay $275,000 in fines and temporarily banned 

him from trading.27 Oystacher now faces a DOJ investigation 

as well.28 What separates Oysatcher from Coscia and Sarao 

is that Oystacher appears to have made all of his own trad-

ing decisions, and he would only have orders on one side of 

the market at a time; never did he have simultaneous bid and 

offer orders outstanding.

rather than using trading algorithms, Oystacher made all his 

own trades by pointing and clicking with his mouse; he did 

however allegedly use commercially available software that 

cancelled existing orders on one side of the market before 

he could place orders on the opposite side, allowing him to 

quickly flip his orders from one side to the other. The Oystacher 

investigations and trading activity reveal the following:

• Spoofing activity is not limited to high-frequency traders, 

nor trading algorithms. Traders can use commercially 

available technology combined with traditional methods 

of online trading to achieve the same effect.

• Oystacher’s actions did not actually move the price 

of the contracts he was trading, rather Oystacher is 

accused of creating a “false impression of market depth 

and book pressure” with his initial orders, which gave 

him an unfair advantage when he flipped his orders 

“before other market participants could assess and 

react to the disappearance of the false market and book 

pressure.”29

• regulators are sensitive to any behavior that may manip-

ulate the market, even if that behavior does not consti-

tute traditional spoofing.

• It may be difficult for the government to show the requi-

site intent in a case like Oystacher’s given the fact that 
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he did not move the market price and could merely have 

been reacting to what he perceived was a change in the 

market.

The Martin Act and the FX Markets
In November 2015, New york Attorney General (“NyAG”) eric 

Schneiderman issued subpoenas to multiple interdealer bro-

kers.30 These subpoenas, which the NyAG issued pursuant 

to the powers granted to him under the Martin Act, are part 

of an investigation into whether these brokers used fake bids 

and offers in Foreign exchange (“FX”) options to distort the 

market and create interest in largely illiquid emerging-market 

currencies.31 This latest state investigation reveals several 

important points:

• Federal regulators are not the only ones focused on 

spoofing; state regulators are focused on spoofing as 

well.

• The NyAG believes his statutory powers under the Martin 

Act are broad enough to regulate spoofing in otherwise 

unregulated markets like the FX market.

DaVinci
Last year also saw a crackdown on spoofing in the united 

Kingdom where there were high-profile actions brought 

against traders engaged in “layering,” which is a specific type 

of spoofing. In August of 2015, u.K. regulators won a £7.6 million 

decision against a Swiss investment firm and three Hungarian 

traders engaged in layering.32 The FCA accused DaVinci Invest 

Ltd. of submitting a mixture of large and small orders on one 

side of the order book in order to create a false impression of 

supply and demand of a particular security.33 The large orders 

were placed at a price close enough to the best bid or offer at 

the time to give a false sense of supply, but far enough away 

to minimize the chances they were executed.34 The smaller 

orders, submitted in increasing or decreasing prices, were 

designed to improve the bid or offer price. As the price moved, 

further large orders were placed.35 Once the price moved to 

where the traders were satisfied, they would cancel the orders 

and place orders on the other side of the order book in order 

to take advantage of the new prices.36 The DaVinci proceeding 

illustrates several important facts:

• The crackdown on spoofing is not limited to u.S. mar-

kets; foreign regulators are also using the tools at their 

disposal to detect and prosecute spoofing.

• Spoofing can be accomplished in a variety of ways, but 

all of these tactics involve the placing of orders that are 

not intended to execute.

SEC Enforcement Actions
On December 3, 2015, the SeC brought fraud and spoofing 

charges against three Chicago-based traders under Section 

17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, as well as Sections 9(a)(2) 

and 10(b) of the exchange Act of 1934, and SeC rule 10b-5.37 

The SeC alleged that brothers behruz and Shahryar Afshar, 

and their friend, richard Kenny, used spoofing techniques to 

take advantage of a so-called “maker-taker” program offered 

by an options exchange that provides rebates for orders that 

are sent to an exchange and trade against a subsequently 

received order.38 The rebate is designed to incentivize trad-

ers to bring liquidity to the market. by sending hidden All-Or-

None (“AON”) options orders and placing smaller, non-bona 

fide orders on the opposite side of the market the three were 

able to induce traders to place orders at the same price as 

the AON orders, allowing the three traders to match those 

orders and receive the maker rebate.39 At the time of the 

alleged spoofing, options were bid at $7 and offered at $9. 

The traders put in 18 AON orders to sell 10 option contracts 

at $8 each, and then one public order to buy at $8. That sin-

gle buy order caused others to put large buy orders in at 

$8, which executed against the 10 AON orders, allowing the 

Afshars and Kenny to collect the rebate.40 The SeC’s enforce-

ment action against the Afshar brothers and richard Kenny 

demonstrates several points:

• While Dodd-Frank may be the only regulatory framework 

that specifically references spoofing, the SeC views the 

1933 and 1934 Acts as tools that can still be used against 

spoofers despite no provision outlawing “spoofing” by 

name.

• regulators will scrutinize spoofers even if they place 

relatively small orders. In the SeC’s view, small orders 

can distort the market because of the sensitivity of 

trading algorithms that react to even the smallest price 

changes in the market.41
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Exchange Action and Technological Advances

During 2015, securities and futures exchanges redoubled 

their efforts to detect and punish spoofing when it occurs, 

while trying not to prevent market participants from engag-

ing in legal trading practices. For example, in January 2015, 

ICe Futures uS issued a publication entitled: “Disruptive 

Trading Practices: FAQs” that provides guidance to market 

participants designed to delineate between legitimate mar-

ket practices and misconduct such as spoofing.42 Several 

months later, in May of 2015, the CFTC directed CMe to beef 

up its enforcement staff and to “develop strategies to identify 

instances of spoofing, and, as appropriate, pursue actions 

against perpetrators.”43

Many believe that spoofing has become more widespread 

because “markets today are almost entirely electronic, and 

algorithms aren’t as savvy as their flesh-and-blood coun-

terparts.”44 This has led exchanges to deploy advanced 

technology to assist with their policing efforts. For example, 

exchanges have begun using computer software to identify 

suspicious trading activity that may warrant further investi-

gation.45 Nasdaq uses SMArTS trade surveillance technol-

ogy to root out suspicious activity in the european and u.S. 

exchanges.46 Other exchanges have turned to third-party 

developers for monitoring software. One such developer, 

Vertex Analytics, has created a graphics software that is 

used to detect spoofing.47 Such technology has been tested 

by exchanges. The software is able to graphically represent 

every order and transaction in a market, making review of the 

transactions more efficient.48

understandably, many exchanges do not want to divulge to 

the public what technology, software, and processes they are 

implementing to help detect spoofing. If market participants 

with nefarious intentions know what technology or software 

an exchange is using, they can adjust their trading patterns 

to defeat the exchange’s policing efforts. We also understand 

that exchanges have proprietary detection processes, and 

employ customized software and technology to help detect 

spoofing. These technological developments have the poten-

tial to change the manner in which spoofing is prosecuted.

In addition to new technology, exchanges are seeking the 

implementation of new rules in order to police spoofing. For 

example, in July of 2015 bATS Global Markets Inc. proposed 

what it called the bATS Client Suspension rule.49 Such a rule 

would allow an exchange operator to immediately issue a 

cease-and-desist order to a broker providing access to a 

suspected spoofer.50 The broker would then have 15 days 

to appeal, and if the appeal was not successful, the broker 

would need to immediately deny access to the suspected 

spoofer or face removal from the market.51 Such technologi-

cal developments and rule proposals show:

• exchanges recognize that they must detect and punish 

spoofing, but, at the same time, they must not confuse 

spoofing with legitimate sophisticated trading practices.

• Technology such as Smarts and Vertex Analytics graph-

ics software could end the need to review reams of 

paper and trading data by hand to detect and establish 

that spoofing occurred. Therefore self-regulatory enti-

ties (and regulators) can act more quickly to punish 

spoofers.

• While these technologies do not show a traders’ mental 

state, the data itself could be used to bolster arguments 

that a particular trader had no intent to execute certain 

orders.

2016 and Beyond
The events described above, and the rise of anti-spoofing 

technology, indicate that spoofing will continue to be in the 

headlines throughout 2016 and beyond. In fact, as we were 

preparing this article, the Financial Industry regulatory 

Authority (“FINrA”) announced it will begin grading firms 

based on the volume of spoofing and other manipulative 

trading that they allow through their systems.52 FINrA envi-

sions that it will provide brokers with reports showing poten-

tial spoofing, and that brokers will be expected to confirm 

whether wrongdoing has occurred.

It is clear that, going forward, firms must employ top-notch 

compliance systems and individuals who understand their 

firm’s particular trading strategies, as well as the new regu-

latory regime. To keep their firms out of spoofing trouble, a 
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compliance staff should have a detailed understanding of the 

instructions being given to their traders’ computer program-

mers to ensure that algorithms under development comply with 

anti-spoofing laws. Instituting proactive spoofing compliance 

policies could help prevent spoofing from occurring. And, if the 

firm becomes the target of regulatory scrutiny, prophylactic 

compliance measures could help shape an investigation, and 

potentially mitigate any fine. Furthermore, legal departments 

and compliance staff should react promptly, and with the assis-

tance of outside counsel, to respond to the new FINrA reports 

concerning spoofing and other regulatory inquiries.
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